Methyl NMR spectroscopy: Measurement of dynamics in viral RNA-directed RNA polymerases.
Measurement of nuclear spin relaxation provides a powerful approach to access information about biomolecular conformational dynamics over several orders of magnitude in timescale. In several cases this knowledge in combination with spatial information from three-dimensional structures yields unique insight into protein stability and the kinetics and thermodynamics of their interactions and function. However, due to intrinsic difficulties in studying large systems using solution state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) approaches, until recently these measurements were limited to small-to-medium-sized systems. However, the development of a wide range of novel strategies that allow the selective isotope labeling of methyl groups in proteins have allowed the exploitation of the unique relaxation properties of this spin-system. This has in turn enabled the extension of NMR approaches to high molecular weight proteins including a variety of enzymes and their complexes. Here, we recount our experiences in obtaining assignments of the methyl resonances for two representative members of a class of RNA-directed RNA polymerases (RdRps) encoded by bacteriophages of the Cystoviridae family. We demonstrate the utility of these methyl probes, limited in number for one case and more numerous for the other, to investigate the conformational dynamics of RdRps on the fast (ps-ns) and slow (μs-ms) timescales.